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Cell phones are increasingly globally ubiquitous. And like many technologies, their increased use

has come with health concerns. For instance, is there a connection between cell phone usage and

brain cancer? Does greater exposure to radiofrequency electromagnetic fields lead to higher

incidences of brain tumors? This eBook delves into the latest studies from a broad range of findings

both pro and con to find the answers if there is any definitive proof on whether cell phones or mobile

phones cause illness.
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Cell Phones & Brain Cancer: Is there a Connection? Is an excellent book, it has a lot of material for

everyone. Cellphones has had many advances throughout the years and many of us cannot live

without a cellphone it has become a vital tool in our lives. This book shares so much information

about how cellphones can cause us to get sick and we are not aware of the consequences of its

daily use. Such as radiation which the cellphone releases and radiofrequency energy how we are at



risk of getting cancer.

Cell phones, a great source of an electronic device and convenience for one to be in contact with

another but is also a great distraction. "Cell phones cause brain cancer," I had heard of this

statement before but I never knew whether it was true or not. This book will explain the possibilities

that might cause brain cancer or health problems. This topic is interesting and if your curious to

know I recommend this book.

It was an interesting read. Made me great full for texting and hands free calling! Hopefully this way

we can all avoid cancer.

Through this book, we can raise awareness on the cell phone and brain cancer. Many people

suspect that cell phone radition can cause brain cancer, or some benign tumor, such as meningoma

and acoustic neuroma. Although there is no conclusive evidence, there still are many phenomenon

show that cell phone and brain cancer has a connection. Studies have found that when answering

the phone with one ear more than 50 minutes, the same side of the brain will consume more

glucose than the other side. In conclusion, we need to reduce the dependence from cell phone or

other electronic products.

This is a great and informative book. Through this book, we can raise awareness on the cell phone

and brain cancer. Many people suspect that cell phone radition can cause brain cancer, or some

benign tumor, such as meningoma and acoustic neuroma. This book shares so much information

about how cellphones can cause us to get sick and we are not aware of the consequences of its

daily use. Such as radiation which the cellphone releases and radiofrequency energy how we are at

risk of getting cancer.

After reading this book, I pay more attention to the cell phone and brain cancer. For many people

think that cell phone radition can cause brain cancer, or some benign tumor, such as meningoma

and acoustic neuroma. Although there is no conclusive evidence, there still are many cases show

that cell phone and brain cancer has a connection. So we should reduce the dependence from cell

phone or other electronic products.

During this book, people get a lot of information about connection between cell phone and brain



cancer. Giving us a lot of materials, people can know exactly what the connection is. We all know

that if people use a lot their cell phone, it does harm to people's healthy. People may be caused

brain cancer because of the cellphone. Therefore, we can learn that cell phones are not good for

our awareness in this book.

This book that tell us why the cell phone can make our get brain cancer.The radiation from the cell

phone will influence our brain that may cause the brain cancer. although, we can not just do not use

the cell phone forever. but we can reduce the time of playing the cell phone for health. I will

recommed this book to my friend who play with cell phone all day or always focus on cell phone.
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